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Do mountain-climbing mammals protect plants from global warming

by their vertical seed dispersal?
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Today, global warming is progressing rapidly, and attention is focused on how trees that make up the

forest respond. The easiest and most powerful means for trees to escape from global warming is to move

to colder areas, that is, higher altitude or latitude, by seed dispersal. Considering that the temperature

drop with increasing altitude is one hundred to a thousand times larger than that of the equivalent

latitudinal distance, vertical seed dispersal seems a key process for plant escape from warming

temperatures. However, no study has evaluated vertical seed dispersal itself due to technical difficulty or

high cost. By using negative correlation between altitudes and oxygen isotope ratio of seeds, we evaluated

the vertical seed dispersal of summer-fruiting wild cherry and autumn-fruiting wild kiwi by mammals in

central Japan. The results were contrasting: while seeds of cherry were dispersed toward mountain tops

(by bear; mean +307.2, marten; +193.0 m), seeds of kiwifruit were dispersed toward the foot of

mountains (by bear; -393.1, monkey; -98.5, raccoon dog; +4.5, marten; -226.9 m). These were probably

because mammals followed plant phenology in temperate zone which proceeds from the foot to the top

of mountains in spring to summer and from the top to the foot in autumn to winter. Downhill seed

dispersal will likely lead to a serious population decrease of plants under global warming, because their

performance is strongly reduced by novel competitive plants in the lower altitude environment.

Considering that many of trees depend on animals and fruit in autumn to winter, forest composition in

temperate zone might dramatically change under global warming due to biased vertical seed dispersal by

animal.
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